**MODEL: HCC FDH 144**
MODULAR FIBER DISTRIBUTION HUB (FDH) ENCLOSURE

### WALL MOUNTING
- 4x, #10 X 1” SELF TAPPING SCREW

### POLE MOUNTING

#### 1. OPENING THE OUTSIDE DOOR

#### 2. OPENING THE PORT CAPS
- Cut the inside diameter of the grommet using scissors or a cutter.

#### 3. OPENING THE INSIDE DOOR

#### 4. INSTALLING CABLES THROUGH THE PORT CAPS (DIVIDED CAP)
5. Securing the feeder cable strength member and jacket

6. Routing tubes and splicing

From the outside source

From feeder cassette

From feeder cable

From input cassette

From distribution cassettes
6. ROUTING TUBES AND SPLICING (CONT.)

7. REMOVING AND STORING THE DISTRIBUTION PANEL.

8. INSTALLING THE CASSETTES.

9. REMOVING THE CASSETTES.
10. INSTALLING THE DISTRIBUTION CABLE

12. INSTALLING THE SPLITTER MODULE (LPS0)
12. INSTALLING THE SPLITTER MODULE (CONT.)

Routing Input Tail

Routing Tails to the Distribution

Passthru Fiber Routing

Use Top Clip to Guide Tails to the Front

Non Connected Tails Storage